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MODULE 4 

MOTIVATION  

 

Motivation can be defined as internal processes that initiate, sustain, and direct 

activities. In other words, motivation is a term refers to the driving and pulling forces 

which result in persistent behavior directed toward particular goals. 

4.1: APPROACHES TO MOTIVATION 

4.1.1: Instinct Approach 

Instincts can be defined as inborn patterns of behavior that are biologically determined 

rather than learned.  

 When psychologists first tried to explain motivation, they turned to instincts, inborn 

patterns of behavior that are biologically determined rather than learned. According to instinct 

approaches to motivation, people and animals are born preprogrammed with sets of behaviors 

essential to their survival. Those instincts provide the energy that channels behavior in 

appropriate directions. Hence, sexual behavior may be a response to an instinct to reproduce, 

and exploratory behavior may be motivated by an instinct to examine one’s territory.  

 Explanations based on the concept of instincts do not go very far toward explaining 

why one specific pattern of behavior, and not others, has appeared in a given species. In 

addition, although it is clear that much animal behavior is based on instincts, much of the 

variety and complexity of human behavior is learned and thus cannot be seen as instinctual. As 

a result of these shortcomings, newer explanations have replaced conceptions of motivation 

based on instincts. 

4.1.2: Drive Reduction Approach 

 Drive-reduction approaches to motivation suggesting that a lack of a basic 

biological requirement such as water produces a drive to obtain that requirement (in this 

case, the thirst drive). 

After rejecting instinct theory, psychologists first proposed simple drive-reduction 

theories of motivation to take its place (Hull, 1943). Drive-reduction approaches to motivation 

suggest that a lack of some basic biological requirement such as water produces a drive to 

obtain that requirement (in this case, the thirst drive).  

A drive is a motivational tension, or arousal, that energizes behavior to fulfill a need. 

Many basic drives, such as hunger, thirst, sleep, and sex, are related to biological needs of the 
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body or of the species as a whole. These are called primary drives. Primary drives contrast with 

secondary drives in which behavior fulfills no obvious biological need. In secondary drives, 

prior experience and learning bring about needs. For instance, some people have strong needs 

to achieve academically and professionally. 

Although drive-reduction theories provide a good explanation of how primary drives 

motivate behavior, they cannot fully explain a behavior in which the goal is not to reduce a 

drive but rather to maintain or even increase the level of excitement or arousal. For instance, 

some behaviors seem to be motivated by nothing more than curiosity, such as rushing to check 

e-mail messages. Similarly, many people pursue thrilling activities such as riding a roller 

coaster or steering a raft down the rapids of a river. Such behaviors certainly don’t suggest that 

people seek to reduce all drives as drive-reduction approaches would indicate (Begg & 

Langley, 2001; Rosenbloom & Wolf, 2002). To explain this phenomenon, psychologists have 

devised an alternative: arousal approaches to motivation. 

4.1.2.1: Homeostasis 

 Homeostasis, the body’s tendency to maintain a steady internal state. Homeostasis 

brings deviations in body functioning back to an optimal state, similar to the way a thermostat 

and a furnace work in a home heating system to maintain a steady temperature. Receptor cells 

throughout the body constantly monitor factors such as temperature and nutrient levels. When 

deviations from the ideal state occur, the body adjusts in an effort to return to an optimal state. 

Many fundamental needs, including the needs for food, water, stable body temperature, and 

sleep, operate via homeostasis (Black, 2006; Shin, Zheng, & Berthoud, 2009; Vassalli & Dijk, 

2009). 

4.1.3: Arousal Approach 

 Arousal approaches to motivation says, the belief that we try to maintain certain 

levels of stimulation and activity increasing or reducing them as necessary. 

 Arousal approaches seek to explain behavior in which the goal is to maintain or increase 

excitement. According to arousal approaches to motivation, each person tries to maintain a 

certain level of stimulation and activity. As with the drive reduction model, this model suggests 

that if our stimulation and activity levels become too high, we try to reduce them. But, in 

contrast to the drive-reduction model, the arousal model also suggests that if levels of 

stimulation and activity are too low, we will try to increase them by seeking stimulation. 
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4.1.4: Incentive Approach 

 Incentive approaches to motivation suggesting that motivation stems from the 

desire to obtain valued external goals, or incentives. 

 Incentive approaches to motivation suggest that motivation stems from the desire to 

obtain valued external goals, or incentives. In this view, the desirable properties of external 

stimuli—whether grades, money, affection, food, or sex—account for a person’s motivation 

(Festinger et al., 2009).  

 Although the theory explains why we may succumb to an incentive (such as a mouth-

watering dessert) even though we lack internal cues (such as hunger), it does not provide a 

complete explanation of motivation because organisms sometimes seek to fulfill needs even 

when incentives are not apparent. Consequently, many psychologists believe that the internal 

drives proposed by drive-reduction theory work in tandem with the external incentives of 

incentive theory to “push” and “pull” behavior, respectively. Thus, at the same time that we 

seek to satisfy our underlying hunger needs (the push of drive-reduction theory), we are drawn 

to food that appears very appetizing (the pull of incentive theory). Rather than contradicting 

each other, then, drives and incentives may work together in motivating behavior (Pinel, 

Assanand, & Lehman, 2000; Lowery, Fillingim, & Wright, 2003; Berridge, 2004). 

4.1.5: Cognitive Approach  

Cognitive approaches to motivation suggesting that motivation is a product of people’s 

thoughts, expectations, and goals—their cognitions. 

 Cognitive approaches to motivation suggest that motivation is a product of people’s 

thoughts, expectations, and goals—their cognitions. For instance, the degree to which people 

are motivated to study for a test is based on their expectation of how well studying will pay off 

in terms of a good grade. 

 Cognitive theories of motivation draw a key distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivation. Intrinsic motivation causes us to participate in an activity for our own enjoyment 

rather than for any concrete, tangible reward that it will bring us. In contrast, extrinsic 

motivation causes us to do something for money, a grade, or some other concrete, tangible 

reward. 

4.2: BASIC ELEMENTS OF MOTIVATION 

4.2.1: Need 

An internal deficiency that may energize behavior. 
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4.2.2: Drive 

The psychological expression of internal needs or valued goals. For example, hunger, 

thirst, or a drive for success. 

4.2.3: Incentive 

Incentive value: The value of a goal above and beyond its ability to fill a need. 

 Some goals are so desirable that they can motivate behavior in the absence of an internal 

need. Other goals are so low in incentive value that they may be rejected even if they meet the 

internal need. Usually, our actions are energized by a mixture of internal needs and external 

incentives. That’s why a strong need may change an unpleasant incentive into a desired goal. 

 Needs and incentives interact to determine drive strength. Moderate need combined 

with a high-incentive goal produces a strong drive. Even when a strong need exists, drive 

strength may be moderate if a goal’s incentive value is low. 

4.3: PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MOTIVES 

4.3.1: Primary Motives 

 Primary motives are the motives that are absolutely essential for a person to satisfy. 

These are the basic needs of an individual that apply on everybody. For a motive to be classified 

in the primary motives category, there are certain conditions that must be met. These conditions 

are: 

 These motives should be physiologically based. 

 The motives need not to be learned. 

 These are the basic and foremost motives that drive any individual. 

Examples of primary motives include: food, shelter, sleep, sex, avoidance of pain and basic 

safety etc. 

4.3.2: Secondary Motives 

 Once the primary motives are satisfied, the individual moves on to the secondary 

motives. Secondary motives include the motives that are more of a need in a modern and 

developed society – where primary motives and basic necessities are no longer an issue. The 

secondary motives are the ones that are learned and then applied to satisfy personal needs and 

wants.  

 Examples of secondary motives include: need for achievement, affiliation, power etc. 
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4.3.3: Stimulus Motives 

 Stimulus motives express our needs for stimulation and information. Examples include 

activity, curiosity, exploration, manipulation, and physical contact. Although such motives also 

appear to be innate, they are not strictly necessary for survival. 

4.4. EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC MOTIVATION 

Intrinsic motivation: Motivation that comes from within, rather than from external 

rewards; motivation based on personal enjoyment of a task or activity. 

Extrinsic motivation: Motivation based on obvious external rewards, obligations, or 

similar factors. 

 Intrinsic motivation occurs when we act without any obvious external rewards. We 

simply enjoy an activity or see it as an opportunity to explore, learn, and actualize our 

potentials. In contrast, extrinsic motivation stems from external factors, such as pay, grades, 

rewards, obligations, and approval. Most of the activities we think of as “work” are 

extrinsically rewarded (Baard, Deci, & Ryan, 2004; Ryan &Deci, 2000). 

 

4.5: HIERARCHY OF MOTIVES 

 Maslow described a hierarchy of human needs, in which some needs are more basic or 

powerful than others. Physiological needs are at the base of the pyramid. Because these needs 

must be met if we are to survive, they tend to be prepotent, or dominant over the higher needs. 

Maslow believed that higher, more fragile needs are expressed only after we satisfy our 

physiological needs. This is also true of needs for safety and security. Until they are met, we 

may have little interest in higher pursuits. For instance, a person who is feeling threatened 

might have little interest in writing poetry or even talking with friends. For this reason, Maslow 

described the first four levels of the hierarchy as basic needs. Other basic needs include love 

and belonging (family, friendship, caring), and needs for esteem and self-esteem (recognition 

and self-respect). 

 All the basic needs are deficiency motives. That is, they are activated by a lack of food, 

water, security, love, esteem, or other basic needs. At the top of the hierarchy we find growth 

needs, which are expressed as a need for self-actualization. The need for self-actualization is 

not based on deficiencies. Rather, it is a positive, life-enhancing force for personal growth. If 

our basic needs are met, he said, we will tend to move on to actualizing our potentials. 
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Modified version of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
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